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A recent paper (M. Rashdan, Phys. Rev. C 63, 044303 (2001)) introduces the new parameterization
NL-RA1 of the relativistic mean-eld model which is claimed to give a better description of nuclear
properties than earlier ones. Using this model 298114 is predicted to be a doubly-magic nucleus.
As will be shown in this comment these ndings are to be doubted as they are obtained with an
unrealistic parameterization of the pairing interaction and neglecting ground-state deformation.
A recent study [1] introduces the new parameteriza-
tion NL-RA1 of the relativistic mean-eld model (RMF).
Comparing its performance for masses and radii with se-
lected earlier ones gives preference for NL-RA1. Extrap-
olation of NL-RA1 to superheavy systems leads to pre-
dictions in contradiction with earlier ndings. As will be
demonstrated in this comment, any conclusions drawn in
[1] are to be doubted because
1. the model for the pairing gap (denoted as II) that
is used throughout [1] is unrealistic for large mass
number A.
2. nuclei well-known to be deformed are calculated as-
suming spherical shapes.
Ref. [1] leaves it unanswered which data the force NL-
RA1 is tted to. The good description of most experi-
mental values shown in the paper suggests that NL-RA1
is adjusted to most of these data using pairing model II.
Pairing Gap. The pairing models employed in [1]
are two parameterizations of the so-called constant-gap
model, one of which (I) has been used in many early ap-
plications of the RMF. The pairing matrix elements are
assumed to be independent on the single-particle levels
which is unrealistic for loosely-bound systems [2]. The
pairing gap has to be parameterized as a function of N
and Z [3] which leads to a large uncertainty in extrap-
olations.The common parameterizations of the constant
gap model like model I are able to describe the average
trends of the pairing gap only and fail to reproduce its lo-
cal fluctuations corresponding to the level density at the
Fermi surface [4]. Model II incorporates qualitatively
the reduction of the pairing gap around the (known!)
magic numbers, but is arbitrary for exotic systems where
known shells might be quenched or new magic numbers
occur. It misses completely the overall reduction of the
pairing gap with A, see Fig. 1. For Pb isotopes the neu-
tron gaps are overestimated by a factor of 2, for trans-
actinide nuclei even by a factor of 3 and more. The dis-
crepancy between model II and experiment is similar
for protons. Although the overall description of binding
energies improves with model II (in connection with
NL-RA1) this is by no means a justication of this pair-
ing model as it fails by construction to describe the key
observable for pairing correlations in heavy systems.
To avoid the uncertainty of such a parameterization
most recent self-consistent calculations use much more
realistic state-dependent zero-range or nite-range pair-
ing forces with universal parameters. Results presented
in Figs. 2 and 3 below are obtained with a pairing delta
force adjusted along the strategy of [4].
Isotopic Trends. Section IV of [1] investigates the
isospin properties of NL-RA1 by looking at the chains
of Sn and Pb isotopes. The description of data found is
reasonable, but it has to be pointed out that (i) the forces
NL1, NL-SH and TM1 used for comparison were adjusted
with model I (or a pairing model giving similar pair-
ing gaps) which easily explains the loss of performance
when using them in connection with pairing model II,
and (ii) the study ignores recent ts of the RMF which
are known to give a better description of nuclei at large
isospin or mass than the earlier forces, i.e. NL-Z [5] and
NL-Z2 [12] (which are improved ts along the strategy of
NL1) as well as NL3 [6] (an improved t with a similar
strategy as NL-SH). Comparing with these more recent
parameterizations, NL-RA1 has comparable quality for
Sn isotopes below N = 82, but looses some performance
above this shell closure, see Fig. 2.
Ground-State Deformation. As nowhere in [1] it is
mentioned that a code allowing for deformation is used it
has to be assumed that all calculations presented in the
FIG. 1. Neutrons pairing gaps from models I and II in
comparison with with experimental ve-point gaps (5) (see
[4] for discussion). The peak of (5) at closed shells is spurious
[4]. The pattern of the gaps from model II around N ≈ 180
for Z = 100 isotopes is caused by the fact that Nc1 and Nc2
do not correspond to the nearest neutron shell closures.
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FIG. 2. Two-neutron separation energy S2n for the chain
of Sn isotopes calculated with the RMF forces as indicated
employing a pairing delta force. All models underestimate
S2n above the N = 82 shell closure. To magnify the dierence
among the curves the plot is split, for N ≤ 82 see the left scale,
for N > 82 the right scale.
paper are done for spherical congurations which can be
easily conrmed when running a spherical code with the
parameters given in [1]. While this is consistent with
experimental data for all even-even Sn and Pb isotopes,
238U (used as benchmark for the performance of pairing
model II; it has to be noted that the value p = 1.53
MeV cannot be obtained with the parameters given in [1])
is well-known to be deformed. There is also agreement
among all successful mean-eld models that the known
superheavy isotopes (those discussed in Figs. 17 and 18
of [1]) are well-deformed, which is conrmed by experi-
ment for selected isotopes up to No [7]. The deformation
energy cannot be ignored when looking at the relative er-
ror of the binding energy as it is on the order of 10 MeV
or 0.5% in these heavy nuclei. The neglect of deforma-
tion explains immediately the success of pairing model
II for binding energies. The additional pairing correla-
tion energy (i.e. the increase in total binding due to the
pairing interaction, not to be confused with the pairing
energy) from the too strong pairing, e. g. −8.5 MeV for
238U (as given in [1]) mocks up the missing deformation
energy which is of similar size.
Using a more realistic pairing model and allowing for
deformation therefore changes the systematics of the rel-
ative errors of the binding energy in transactinide nuclei,
see Fig. 3 which also includes other recent forces. Com-
paring with Fig. 17 in [1] all forces perform better now.
NL-RA1 and NL-Z2 have the same very good quality, for
most nuclides the values lie on top of each other. The
change in δE when comparing NL1 with NL-Z and NL-
Z2 reflects the improvement when including an improved
c.m. correction [8] and more recent data on exotic nuclei
into an otherwise identical t.
Similar changes can be expected for the values given in
Fig. 18 of [1] (c.f. [9,10] for additional complications when
calculating odd-A nuclei which are neglected in [1]).
Consequences for Superheavy Shell Closures. In the












FIG. 3. Relative error of the binding energy δE of
even-even transactinide nuclei obtained from deformed cal-
culations with some standard and modern RMF forces em-
ploying a delta pairing force. Values for NL3 and TM1 are
taken from [11] where also the uncertainty of calculated δE
is discussed in detail.
necessarily associated with a large gap in the single-
particle spectrum. Large δ2p are a signature for a shell
closure, but neither an exact measure of magicity nor its
stabilizing eect (which is mainly determined by the level
density around the Fermi surface). Single-particle ener-
gies in 298114 do not signicantly change when varying
the pairing strength. The gap above the Z = 114 shell in
the single-particle spectrum even decreases (marginally)
by 50 keV when going from model I to model II.
Fig. 4 displays the key quantities in the chain of
N = 184 isotopes that reveal the origin of the large δ2p
for 298114 found in [1]. Let us look at lled markers rst
(which corresponds to the results presented in [1]). The
pairing gap in 298114 from model II (p = 1.7 MeV)
is of the same order as the Z = 114 gap in the single-
particle spectrum (1.4 MeV). Therefore nearly 3 protons
occupy levels above the Z = 114 gap, which is inconsis-
tent with the assumption of a shell closure. The sudden
drop in p at Z = 114 (by more than a factor 2) is by
construction as Nc1 and Nc2 are not the nearest magic
numbers. It causes the large δ2p for 298114. The dis-
continuity in pairing correlation energy at Z = 114 ex-
aggerates the kink in the binding energy which becomes
clearly visible when comparing binding energies obtained
in models I and II. Inserting this into the denition
of δ2p
δ2p(N, Z) = E(N, Z − 2)− 2E(N, Z) + E(N, Z + 2)
explains the large δ2p of 298114 found in [1] as an artifact
of unrealistic systematics of pairing.
Choosing a smaller value for the pairing gap in 298114
(c.f. the open markers in Fig. 4) gives an enhanced bind-
ing for 296112 only. This leads even to the nding that
δ2p is negative for 298114 while its large positive peak
has moved to 296112 which of course has no closed pro-
ton shell. Again this conrms that the very large values
for δ2p found with model II are spurious. δ2p cannot be
used as a signature for shell closures as soon the pairing
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gap is of similar size or even larger than the spacing of
single-particle states. As the Z = 120 shell is not consid-
ered in the choice of Nc1 and Nc2 in pairing model II,
the pairing gap is not reduced there but has huge mid-
shell values for all nuclei around there. This smears out
the Z = 120 shell eect in terms of δ2p (c.f. Fig. 21 in [1])
but again does not aect the single-particle spectra.
Conclusions (i) Pairing model II has to be dis-
carded as it is in contradiction with experimental data
for heavy nuclei. The pairing gap determines the oc-
cupation of the single-particle states at the Fermi sur-
face which aects all observables discussed in the paper.
Agreeing with the author of [1] that \the dierent pre-
dictions between our work and that of [12] are obviously
due to [. . . ] pairing models" all conclusions drawn in [1]
FIG. 4. (Top to bottom) Single-particle spectrum of the
protons, pairing gap p in model II, dierence E between
the binding energy obtained with model I and II, and
two-proton gap δ2p for the N = 184 isotones as indicated.
The uppermost panel also displays the occupation probability
v2k for the protons in
298114 calculated with model II. The
arrows denote the pairing gap p, λp the Fermi energy of
the protons in that nucleus. The results for 298114 depend
sensitively on the value of p chosen for
298114. Filled (open)
markers in the lower panels denote calculations where p for
298114 is calculated using the prescription for nuclei with N
smaller (larger) than Z = 114. (The denition of model II in
[1] leaves it open which prescription to use. The calculations
presented there correspond to lled markers).
have to be doubted. (ii) The good description of binding
energies with NL-RA1+II found in [1] is caused by the
cancellation of the unrealistically large pairing and miss-
ing deformation. Using a more realistic pairing model,
however, NL-RA1 has the same good performance for
deformed superheavy nuclei as NL-Z2. (iii) The nding
that 298114 is the next doubly-magic spherical nucleus
solely relies on the use of pairing model II. Calcula-
tions with more realistic pairing models do not show any
signicance for a (major) shell closure at Z = 114, con-
sistent with the earlier investigation of δ2p in [13] as well
as the analysis of the shell correction extracted from self-
consistent RMF calculations presented in [14]. (iv) Ref.
[1] points out that the preference for NL-RA1 stems from
its superior nuclear matter properties. There are argu-
ments to doubt the \recent" value for the incompressibil-
ity of K  300 30 given in [1] which is met by NL-RA1,
see [15,16]. In view of the results presented here the ar-
gument has to be turned around: Even interactions with
very dierent (and in cases unrealistic) nuclear matter
properties can give a similar very good description of -
nite nuclei. This point deserves further investigation in
the future.
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